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Ubud, Bali.  If it isn’t on your culinary radar, it really should be!  Over the last few years, the small 
town in the tropical jungle-laden uplands, has become a mecca for food aficionados from all over the 
world.  Bali’s natural and cultural capital sets the perfect backdrop for a heady mix of both 
Indonesian and international cuisines, and the Ubud food festival 2017 is just the icing on the cake, 
as once a year global food lovers descend on Ubud to witness celebrated culinary icons from around 
the world, as they dish up a program rich in fresh tastes and even fresher ideas.


Leading the charge at this years event, is the best restaurant in Ubud, Copper Kitchen & Bar by 
Bisma Eight.  Long established as the pinnacle of seasonal, earth friendly dining, and the year round 
destination for world renowned chef collaboration events; the contemporary rooftop restaurant hosts 
another award winning collusion, as they bring you Bali’s first official 6 course craft beer & food 
pairing collaboration, in association with Beervana Indonesia, L’Átelier de Joel Robuchon, Bangkok, 
and internationally recognised chocolatiers, Valrhona, France.


‘Every flavour is a story’ is the theme for this years Ubud Food Festival, and as a patron since the 
very first event three years ago, Copper Kitchen & Bar have chosen to write their chapter on the 
subject of desserts, both sweet and savoury, as this tableau of chef collaborations sees executive 
pastry chef, Yannis Janssens of L’Átelier de Joel Robuchon, Bangkok, join Copper’s executive in 
chief, chef Ben McRae, to perfect 6 dishes that showcase mouthwatering tastes from both of the 
culinary masters. All paired with the finest craft beers from around the world.


Robuchon X Copper promises to be the highlight of the 2017 festival, and through creative 
imagination and inspired delivery, the pair guarantee to produce a mouthwatering taste 
sensation, teasing and satiating even the most discerning of palates into submission. 

Besides his experience heading the pastry line for one of Bangkok’s most immersive dining 
experiences, Chef Yannis has been awarded the coveted `Top Ten Pastry Chefs` in America Award 
for his trendsetting dessert style; represented the US at the International C3 Competition in Madrid, 
where he won the Press Award, and more recently standing as a panel judge for the Grand Concours 
Culinaire in The Netherlands. His innovative culinary insight and creative ideas continue to garner 
international recognition as he oversees all the pastry and bakery development for the Robuchon 
Group, and he is the perfect choice to hold court with Ubud’s most enigmatic cuisinier, Chef Ben 
McRae.  


McRae’s adaptation on savoury dishes, combined with an expert beer pairing knowhow, makes this 
a match made in heaven, as six courses become one relishing explosion of sweet and savoury 
flavours.


The Ubud food festival continues to go from strength to strength, and each year is better than the 
last; though Robuchon x Copper is set to be the ‘event of the event’ in 2017. Not since Wonka’s gold 
wrapped chocolate has there been a more eagerly anticipated queue to own a ticket, for what is 
destined to be a memorable evening in almost fantasia like surroundings.  Luscious, delicious and 
fragrant are not just synonyms for the 3 plates due to be presented by each chef, they also sum up 
the enviable ambience on offer at Copper Kitchen & Bar’s rooftop terrace, where the culinary 
creations will be served. 


Picture low slung, soft twinkling lights, the flickering of candlelight on each table and the redolent 
aroma of earthy woods and tropical flora that simply enchant you; Copper is a place where all of your 
senses come alive. A culinary destination where the crossing of cultures, celebration of good food 
and an infinite connection with friends new and old can be found.  Experiences here don't just last 
the evenings service, but are memories that stay with you for a lifetime.


Tables are available for up to 40 people, and both hotel guests and non-hotel guests are invited to 
join the 6 taste collaboration.  Optional beverage pairing is also available for those who wish to really 
immerse themselves in a palatable infusion, but all are welcome to celebrate the Ubud Food Festival 
this year, on the rooftop with Copper Kitchen & Bar.




DETAILS & PRICING 

Friday, 12 May 2017

From 7 to 10 PM


IDR 780k Net (non pairing)

IDR 1200k Net (with Pairing)


*prices per person


Tickets Available at ubudfoodfestival.com 

Editor’s Notes: 

Bisma Eight is a boutique hotel experience set within the natural and cultural heart of Ubud. 
Rooted in the artisan heritage of central Bali, Bisma Eight is something entirely different from 
what people have to come to think of as staying in Ubud.

Visit: bisma-eight.com


Copper Kitchen & Bar is a seasonal earth-to-table dining experience, staying true to the local 
produce sourced from the farms of The Gardens at Bisma Eight, Tegallalang Reserve and Amed 
Fisheries. Stay authentic, ethical, and inspired.

Visit:  copperubud.com


Executive Pastry Chef Yannis Janssens is an award winning pastry chef and head of pastry and 
bakery development for the Robuchon Group.  Based at L’Átelier de Joel Robuchon, Bangkok 
chef Yannis has been exposed to a myriad of cultures, his style stems from his European roots 
fused with his travel experience into a unique style of desserts which continue to gain 
international acclaim.

Visit: robuchon-bangkok.com


The Ubud Food Festival is a three-day culinary adventure with Indonesian food as the star, the 
Ubud Food Festival is Southeast Asia’s leading culinary event showcasing Indonesia’s diverse 
cuisine, innovative chefs and extraordinary local produce.  In 2017, the Ubud Food Festival will 
return for its third year from 12-14 May.

Visit: ubudfoodfestival.com


*For more information, images, interviews and content please contact: 

Mr. Robbie Woodward at Ohana Communications. bismaeight@ohanacommunications.com
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